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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the NDSU Archives.

Provenance: Unknown

Property rights: The NDSU Archives owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the NDSU Archives.

Citation: [Identification of item], Nelson A. Mason and Matthew Forney Steele Collection (SC 83), NDSU Archives, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

Dakota Indian chief.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Unpublished written histories, including "Chief Sitting Bull's Latter Days," by Nelson A. Mason and "The Death of Sitting Bull, a Reminiscence," by M.F. Steele; legal agreement between Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show concerning his appearance in 1885; newspaper clippings; and other papers.
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Unpublished written histories, including "Chief Sitting Bull's Latter Days," by Nelson A. Mason and "The Death of Sitting Bull, a Reminiscence," by M.F. Steele; legal agreement between Sitting Bull and Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show concerning his appearance in 1885; newspaper clippings; and other papers.
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